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Abstract: In this work, the diffusion process of sodium (Na) in molybdenum (Mo) thin films while
it was deposited on soda lime glass (SLG) was studied. A small amount of oxygen was present in
the chamber while the direct-current (DC) magnetron sputtering was used for the deposition. The
substrate temperatures were varied to observe its effect. Such molybdenum films, with or without
oxidations, are often used in thin film solar cells, either as back contact or as hole transport layers.
Secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) was used to quantify the concentration of the species. A
grain diffusion mechanistic model incorporating the effect of grain and grain boundary geometrical
shape and size was developed. The model was used to provide an in-depth theoretical analysis of the
sodium diffusion in molybdenum thin films that lead to the measured SIMS data. It was observed
that not only diffusion coefficients should be considered when analyzing diffusion processes in thin
films but also the ratio of grain boundary size to grain size. Both depend on substrate temperature
and directly affect the amount of diffused species in the film. The data were analyzed under the light
of the film growth speed versus diffusion front speed, the effect of oxygen content, and the effect of
substrate temperature on the overall diffusion process. The temperature inversely affects the ratio
of grain boundary size and grain size and directly affects the diffusion coefficient, which leads to a
preferable temperature at which the highest amount of alkali can be found in the film.

Keywords: modeling; thin films; diffusion; molybdenum

1. Introduction

High efficiency Cu(In,Ga)Se2 (CIGS) solar cells are always achieved by incorporating
small amount of sodium (Na) into the CIGS film to improve open-circuit voltage and fill
factor [1]. molybdenum (Mo) coated soda-lime glass (SLG) is a common substrate used for
CIGS solar cells. SLG acts as a source of Na and the Mo thin film serves as transport gate
for Na diffusion from the SLG into the CIGS. On the other hand, Chirila et al. [2] found
that a Potassium (K) post-deposition treatment on CIGS was beneficial for its performance
but, interestingly, found a depletion of Na as a result of increased K concentration. The
authors argued that the exchange occurred due to an ion exchange reaction. It is, therefore,
particularly important to study and understand the diffusivity of Na and K in Mo thin films
and the diffusion mechanism that occurs. To this date and to the best of our knowledge, very
few studies have been reported on directly characterizing the diffusion and/or providing
diffusivity constants in Mo thin films [3]. And on top of that, none of them have considered
directly the grain size effect on the SIMS intensity data, which, as it will be shown later, it
likely biases the measured diffusion coefficient.

Another key element to take into account for the study of alkali diffusion in Mo is
oxygen. Oxygen has effectively been found to facilitate sodium diffusion through Mo and
CIGS films [3–8] and has been used to ensure higher adhesion on flexible substrates [9].
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Using X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and secondary ion mass spectrometry
(SIMS), researchers found oxygen content up to 30 at.% O in the films and up to 53 at.% O
on the surface. Some authors noted an increased in oxygen presence with an increase of
film “porosity” and hypothesized that some of the oxygen came from the Na2O present in
the glass [8,10]. Other researchers have purposely added oxygen to the films for a more
systematic study of its effect on sodium diffusion. Zellner et al. annealed samples of
SLG/Mo/CIGS in an environment of 1.33 mPa (10−5 Torr) of oxygen to force its presence
in the film [11]. Similarly, Yoon et al. [6] oxidized SLG/Mo/CIGS sample by annealing at
200 ◦C under ambient O2 gas. On the other hand, Forest et al. [3] added oxygen to Mo
film surface by heating the piece in ambient air at 200 ◦C. They had a range of oxygen
content on the Mo film surface from 16 at.% to 65 at.%. In all those cases, the films were
already fabricated.

In this study, a constant amount of oxygen was introduced into the chamber during
sputtering to ensure a more uniform oxygen content throughout the film. In contrast to the
previous work on sodium diffusion in molybdenum thin films, in this work, the sodium
diffusion occurs while Mo films are deposited on soda lime glass. We propose a theoretical
mechanistic model and use it to provide an in-depth theoretical analysis of the sodium
diffusion in molybdenum thin films that lead to the registered SIMS data. Furthermore,
the effect of grain and grain boundary sizes on the SIMS data, typically used to study
concentration profiles of species after a diffusion process, was investigated.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the experimental details for fabrica-
tion of the molybdenum thin films are presented. Characterization techniques and the
respective results are also discussed. Section 3 lays out a theoretical mechanistic model-
ing background needed to better understand and model the process of sodium diffusion
through thin films. Subsequently, in Section 4, the diffusion numerical modeling that lead
to the diffusion coefficients and details of the mathematical, numerical, and geometrical
schemes for modeling such diffusion processes are described. In Section 5, extracted diffu-
sion coefficients and data analysis are presented. The analysis of the data examines the rate
at which the molybdenum is deposited and its relation to the extent of the oxidation. This
culminates in analyzing how the diffusion front for the sodium moves with respect to the
film growth. To obtain a full picture, the substrate temperature and extent of oxidation are
examined. Finally, conclusions are summarized in Section 6.

2. Experimental Details and Film Characterization

Using DC magnetron sputtering with a PVD 75 system (made by Kurt J. Lesker, Pitts-
burg, CA, USA), Molybdenum thin films were prepared on soda lime glass (SLG) substrates
by depositing for 90 min. The substrate to target distance was 15.24 cm (6 inches), and
no substrate biasing was used. The depositions utilized a high purity 5.08 cm (2 inches)
molybdenum sputtering target with an argon pressure of 1.33 Pa (10 mTorr) at 100 Watts.
During this process, a partial pressure of oxygen compared to argon of 1/100 was intro-
duced to facilitate sodium diffusion. Five different substrate temperatures (TSS), and a
control sample, were used to determine the effect of substrate temperature on film and
diffused species behavior. The control sample was fabricated at room temperature; the
other substrate temperatures used were 50 ◦C, 100 ◦C, 150 ◦C, 200 ◦C, and 250 ◦C.

X-ray Diffraction (XRD) was performed to determine the crystal structure of the
deposited films. XRD measurements were performed using a MiniFlex II Benchtop X-ray
Diffractometer (made by Rigaku, Tokyo, Japan). The main goal of XRD processes was to
approximate the grain size within the films; this extracted grain size is key to determine the
effective sodium diffusion path in the film. To approximate the grain size, the Scherrer’s
equation was used. Scherrer’s equation relates the width of the peak at its half maximum
intensity to an average grain size within the film by:

Lg =
Kλ

β cos(θ)
, (1)
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where Lg is the grain size, θ is the Bragg angle, λ is the source X-ray wavelength, β is the
full width at half maximum of the relevant peak, and K is the shape factor. While Scherrer’s
equation for determining grain size can, at times, be a poor predictor due to the relative
small grain size within the molybdenum thin films and the distinct growth structure of
molybdenum, it proves to be an excellent tool for determining the grain size orthogonal
to the substrate. Sputtered molybdenum films grow in a columnar grain structure with a
preferred (110) orientation. In Appendix A, XRD spectra patterns for the molybdenum films
deposited on SLG at different substrate temperatures for this work are shown. Scherrer’s
equation explicitly provides the grain size perpendicular to the miller index, meaning that
if we assume that molybdenum thin films have a columnar film structure, this grain size
can be thought as the average thickness of one of the columnar grains [12]. For this study,
the average grain size Lg was estimated using Scherrer’s equation and using full width
at half maximum extracted from Figure A1 for each sample. The fit to the peak was done
using a Split Pseudo Voigt line shape.

The film thicknesses (h) were obtained using scanning electron microscopy (SEM).
SEM measurements were performed using a JSM-6060LV system (made by JEOL, Peabody,
MA, USA). The average film thickness was determined to be 500 nm, with small variations
due to sputtering power and gas flow fluctuations. As far as the average grain boundary
size (Lb) is concerned, using transmission electron microscopy, Lin et al. (1987) [13] found
it to be around 3 nm. This value was later used by Forest et al. [3] and will be used in this
manuscript. Table 1 provides the grain sizes and film thickness for all the Mo thin film
samples. It also shows the grain boundary size to grain size ratios, which are in the same
range as the porosity values obtained by Bommersbach et al. [8].

Table 1. Mo film sizes and their grain sizes for various substrate temperatures (a grain boundary size
Lb of 3 nm was used).

TSS
(◦C)

Grain
Size (Lg)

(nm)

Film
Thickness (h)

(nm)

Lb
(Lb+Lg)

RT 5.0 550 0.375
50 7.8 450 0.278

100 8.5 500 0.261
150 10.4 490 0.224
200 15.0 530 0.167
250 29.7 500 0.092

Dynamic secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) was used to generate the ion
profiles of sodium (Na), oxygen (O), and potassium (K) through the Mo thin films. SIMS
measurements were performed using a ION TOF TOF-SIMS equipment. Figure 1 presents
the SIMS depth profile of Na, O, and K for the films deposited at each substrate temperature.
For each atomic species, the highest intensity is found to be at the Mo/SLG interface (right
side of each figure). There are several reasons for that: (1) Both sodium and potassium
originate from the SLG; (2) when the films are beginning to coalesce into the columnar
structure, it is possible for more oxidation to occur because of the higher effective surface
area of the molybdenum during the preliminary film coalescence; (3) because the matrix
of material is transitioning from an oxidized molybdenum to soda lime glass, it is fairly
common to see the intensity of atomic species of small concentration to build-up at such
interfaces due to atomic mixing. The sputter time at the peak is related to the film thickness
and it can be seen how well it correlates to the film thickness obtained from SEM (Table 1).
This paper will focus on analyzing the diffusion process of sodium diffusion only. This is
mostly due to the lack of potassium within the substrate. The typical SLG contains 14 wt%
Na2O and only 0.03% K2O. While we will not be examining the K profiles in detail, similar
trends between the Na and K profiles are observed. This implies that both Na and K follow
the same diffusion mechanism through the grain boundaries. A local sharp increase of the
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intensity is found at the Mo film surface (as sputter time approaches zero). This is the effect
of the “accumulation layer” as described by Forest et al. [3].

(A)

(B)

(C)

Figure 1. SIMS depth profiles of (A) Sodium, (B) Potassium, and (C) Oxygen in the molybdenum
thin films for different substrate temperatures.

In addition, the resulting oxygen content in the bulk of the molybdenum thin films
(after the deposition process) was monitored through the atomic percentages of oxygen
detected through X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). XPS high resolution measure-
ments were performed using a SPECS system (made by SPECS, Berlin, Germany) with a
PHOIBOS 150 Analyzer (made by SPECS, Berlin, Germany).

3. Theoretical Mechanistic Modeling Background
3.1. Relation between Species Concentration and SIMS Intensity Data

To better understand how to relate a SIMS profile to a diffusion profile, it is helpful
to examine the operating principle of dynamic SIMS. During SIMS depth profiling, an
ion beam (in this work, cesium ions were used) sputters the sample removing atomic
layers from the film. During the sputtering, ions are ejected from the sample and then
counted. The profiles presented in the previous section relate the sputtered time within
the films to the number of counts per second. The signal intensity level from the output of
a SIMS applied to a specimen is related to the presence of an ionic specie. This intensity
level (I) is only proportional to the species mass (m) present in a sputtered volume of
Vbeam = L2

beam ∗ d by SIMS. As shown in Figure 2, d is the depth the SIMS beam sputtered
at a fixed δt and Lbeam is its width (beam cross sectional area is assumed to be a square).
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It can be proved that the secondary ion intensity level I(y) is proportional to the average
species concentration C̄(y) at any location y and follows (see Appendix B.1):

C̄(y)
C̄o

=
I(y)

Io
, (2)

where Co and Io are the average species concentration and the SIMS intensity level, respec-
tively, both at y = 0.

Figure 2. Schematic of SIMS beam sputtering molybdenum grains and grain boundaries on a SLG
substrate. © (2017) IEEE. Reprinted, with permission, from 2017 IEEE 44th PVSC Proceedings [14].

3.2. Relation between Average Species Concentration from SIMS and Average Species
Concentration in the Grain and Grain Boundary

It can be observed from Figure 2 that the SIMS intensity level actually provides the
species average concentration over multiple grains. Therefore, this overall concentration
contains the species concentration information in both the grain and the grain boundary.
When the species prefer to diffuse in Mo thin films through the grain boundaries, as it has
been reported [3], it can be proved that the species average concentration over multiple
grains follows this correlation (see Appendix B.2):

C̄(y) =
Lb

(Lb + Lg)
C̄b(y). (3)

Therefore, knowing the relationship between I(y) and C̄(y) (Equation (2)), any analy-
sis of the average concentrations provided directly by the SIMS intensity readings could be
misled because the average species concentration they show are influenced by the effect
of the grain boundary size to grain size ratio. This has not been recognized before. The
implication of this is that the SIMS data could provide a profile that could mislead to
believe there was a diffusion through grain and grain boundary (Type B diffusion follow-
ing Harrison [15], as illustrated in the last schematic graph in Figure 3), when in fact all
there is a typical concentration profile along the boundaries (Type C diffusion following
Harrison [15], as illustrated in the middle schematic graph in Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Schematic of the overall average concentration (what the SIMS data provides), which is the
product of the grain boundary size to total size ratio and a typical concentration distribution along
a straight grain boundary. © (2017) IEEE. Reprinted, with permission, from 2017 IEEE 44th PVSC
Proceedings [14].

It is important to point out that the grain boundary size to grain size ratio becomes
unity at both, the interface between the thin film and the substrate (at y = 0), and at the
opposite end (at y = h) (also known as the accumulation layer [3]). This is because at both
the interface gap and the accumulation layer there is no grain (Lg = 0) making the grain
boundary size to grain size ratio equal to one regardless of Lb. At the end, the diffusion
processes in the interface gap and the accumulation layer behave similarly to one in the
grain boundaries.

Figure 4 shows the normalized SIMS profiles for sodium following C̄(y)
C̄o

= I(y)
Io

. Io is the
intensity at the interface gap between Mo and SLG. These profiles exhibit the effect of both
the average concentration of sodium found in the grain boundaries and the grain boundary
size to grain size ratio (following Equation (3)) and are similar to the last schematic graph
shown in Figure 3.

Figure 4. Normalized SIMS profiles of sodium in the molybdenum thin films for different sub-
strate temperatures. y/h = 0 is the Mo/SLG interface location, and y/h = 1 is the accumulation
layer location.

3.3. Modeling of the Average Species Concentration in Grain Boundary

For C̄b(y), a simple one-dimensional mathematical model can be used. As shown
in Appendix B.3, the models depend on the boundary conditions. While it is typically
assumed that the specie concentration is constant at the base of the thin film (y/h = 0), if
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the gradient of the specie concentration is zero at the other end of the thin film (y/h = 1),
the species concentration profile follows [16]:

C̄b(y, t)
C̄o

= 1.0− 1.2733× cos
(

1.5708
y
h

)
e−2.4674 Dt

h2 . (4)

On the other hand, if the thin film thickness is assumed to be relatively large (h ∼ ∞)
compared to where the diffusion front is at the final time, the species concentration profile
follows [17]:

C̄b(y, t)
C̄o

= erfc
(

y
2
√

Dt

)
. (5)

Note that, for both Equations (4) and (5), it was assumed no species presence at early
stages (initial condition); thus, the time variable is present in the equations. In this study,
this is the final time of the diffusion process, which is also the total molybdenum film
deposition time.

4. Numerical Modeling Background
4.1. Geometric Model

Following the previous discussion on the importance of the grain boundary size
relative to the grain size, for the numerical model, a geometry consonant with the diffusion
path of the alkali ion species is required for the numerical model. As discussed, most of the
diffusion occurs through grain boundaries; thus, the model geometry is integral to actively
representing the diffusion phenomena. Figure 5A shows a schematic of a typical molybde-
num thin film morphology where the dark lines are the grain boundaries. To extract the
precise grain boundary geometry (for example, electron microscope images) is not a simple
task. In order to create a computationally feasible geometry to simulate diffusion through
molybdenum grain boundaries, we relied on five assumptions and observations.

Figure 5. Theoretical grain morphology (A) compared to two geometrical models (B,C).

First, the grain boundary thickness is constant throughout the whole thin film; it was
assumed to be 3 nm, following References [3,13]. Second, molybdenum thin films are both
columnar and perpendicular to the substrate, and they have only one preferred orientation,
along (110). Therefore, little lateral diffusion through the film should occur, which makes
the diffusion path mostly one-dimensional. Due to this assumption, it is possible to further
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reduce the dimensionality of the system from a 3-dimensional system down to a simple
2-dimensional system.

Figure 6 shows the SIMS profiles for sodium, potassium, and oxygen for molybdenum
thin films deposited at both 50 ◦C and 150 ◦C. Regardless of the alkali species, some
key features can be observed in the profiles that lead to insight on the grain boundary
structure. The third observation/assumption is that the peak location for each of the
substrate temperature cases is at the same sputter time (same location). This peak is where
the Mo/SLG interface is. We assumed that the thickness of such interface is about 3 nm,
and that the sodium diffusion coefficient magnitude is orders of magnitude larger than
the diffusion coefficient of sodium along the grain boundaries. Due to the proximity of
the interface to the SLG (sodium source) and the large diffusion coefficient, the sodium
concentration in such interface is always constant.

Figure 6. SIMS profiles of oxygen, potassium, and sodium for the Mo thin films deposited at 50 ◦C
and 150 ◦C.

Fourth, the rapid increase in concentration at zero sputter time is due to the accu-
mulation layer [3], which is also assumed to be 3 nm thick and with the same sodium
diffusion coefficient as in the Mo/SLG interface. Finally, the fifth observation/assumption
is that, near the interface, the molybdenum grains do not display columnar shapes, as it
is typically observed and assumed in most of the film. While some small grains formed
at the beginning of the film deposition can eventually coalesce into larger grains, many
others will not coalesce and remain in the final film [18]. In the SIMS profiles an inflection
point can be observed where the profile slope changes. It is very important to note that the
inflection point is roughly located at the same location regardless of the alkali ion species (see
Figure 6). For the 250 ◦C case, it is at about 3400 s, and, for the 50 ◦C case, it is at about 2250 s.

Based on these observations, two different geometries were developed and are shown
in Figure 5B,C. For the first, following the one-dimensional diffusion path assumption, all
grain boundaries were combined into one large diffusion path within our characteristic
length. For the second, all grain boundaries within our characteristic length were left
independent from each other, and the region between the concentration peak and inflection
points was treated by splitting the grain boundary in two (or three).
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4.2. Mathematical and Numerical Model

The diffusion phenomena in the developed grain boundary geometry were modeled
using COMSOL Multiphysics, which solves the time dependent Fick’s Law:

∂ci
∂t

+∇ · (−Di∇ci) = 0, (6)

where ci is the concentration of species i, and Di is its corresponding diffusivity. No flux
on all the boundaries of the domain (except for the boundary at the Mo/SLG interface)
were used as boundary conditions. At the Mo/SLG interface, a constant concentration was
fixed. As for the initial conditions, it was assumed that the concentrations were zero. A
mesh sensitivity analysis for all the domains was performed in order to ensure minimal
numerical error.

To determine the diffusion coefficient, a trial-and-error scheme can be performed
where the root-mean-square of the difference of the simulated concentration profiles and
the normalized SIMS profiles at several fixed film locations is monitored. The final dif-
fusion coefficient can be determined to be when the root-mean-square of the difference
is minimum.

5. Results and Discussion

Computational diffusion modeling was performed for all the molybdenum thin films
following the trial-and-error scheme to obtain the corresponding diffusion coefficients.
All geometrical models were tried for all substrate temperatures. For the splitting grain
boundary cases (Figure 5C), three-way, two-way, and no split modes were tested. Figure 7
shows the RMS error obtained in the trial-and-error scheme for the thin film deposited at
room temperature with grain boundary split in two. The minimum error was observed
at a diffusion coefficient of 1.85 × 10−14 cm2/s. Figure 8 shows how close the simulated
concentration and the normalized SIMS profiles are.

Figure 7. RMS Error for the case of Room Temperature.

For the substrate temperature cases of 100 ◦C, 150 ◦C, 200 ◦C, and 250 ◦C, it was not
possible to get a minimum root-mean-square (RMS) error (see Figure 9). This can only
happen if the film is fully saturated with sodium at the end of the deposition. Because either
partial or full saturation occurs during the deposition process, it is not possible to discern
the diffusivity of sodium through molybdenum grain boundaries with the experimental
data. More on this will be discussed later.
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Figure 8. Comparison of the numerical profile and SIMS profile for RT case.

Figure 9. RMS Error for the case of 200 ◦C.

Table 2 presents all diffusion coefficients for RT and 50 ◦C cases for different geomet-
rical models. The case of multiple simple grain boundaries with three ways split near
interface was not realized for RT because it was not geometrically feasible (the 3 nm grain
boundaries would overlap). Analyzing all the values, it can be noted that there is no major
effect of the actual geometrical model near the interface on the diffusion coefficients. All
diffusion coefficients are reasonable when compare to the ones found in the literature [3].
They reported larger values in the order of 10−12 and 10−13 cm2/s, but they are for higher
temperatures of 300 to 400 ◦C. The temperature dependence of a diffusion coefficient
typically follows an Arrhenius type relation:

D = Doe−
Ea
RT , (7)

where Ea is the apparent activation energy for grain boundary diffusion, and Do is the
pre-exponential factor. Diffusion coefficients increase with temperature. One important
observation from Table 2 is the diffusion coefficient for 50 ◦C is counter-intuitively lower
than the one for RT. We must consider that there are unavoidable experimental uncertainties
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during the film growth, which could lead to a diffusion path different to the one our
model predicts; and during SIMS, which could lead to a biased experimental intensity
(concentration) profile.

Table 2. Diffusion coefficients (cm2/s).

Temperature Collective
Boundaries

Multiple
Boundaries

Multiple
Boundaries:

Two Way Split
near Interface

Multiple
Boundaries:

Three Way Split
near Interface

RT 2.00 × 10−14 2.65 × 10−14 1.85 × 10−14 —
50 ◦C 9.00 × 10−15 1.00 × 10−14 9.00 × 10−15 8.00 × 10−15

Having only two diffusion coefficients at two different temperatures is not enough
to get a statistically acceptable activation energy. Some authors have reported values of
117 kJ/mol [3] and 40 kJ/mol [11]. Assuming that the diffusion mechanism in previous
work is the same as in this work and that the activation energy does not depend on
the oxygen content, we could use those activation energy values. The oxygen content
should not affect the activation energy, but it could affect the pre-exponential factor in
Arrhenius expression.

With those reported activation energies and our diffusion coefficients at RT and 50 ◦C,
we obtained the pre-exponential factors: 8.27 × 105 cm2/s using Ea from Reference [3], and
1.87 × 10−8 cm2/s using Ea from Reference [11]. Figure 10 shows the Arrhenius theoretical
curves using both sets of activation energy and pre-exponential factor. The lower activation
energy from Reference [11] seems to better predict the diffusion coefficient for a couple of
reasons. First, the pre-exponential factor represents the diffusion coefficient at extremely
large temperatures. The one using Ea from Reference [3] seems to be extremely large while
the other is more reasonable. Second, the diffusion coefficient theoretical prediction is closer
to the experimental values when Ea from Reference [11] is used, and third, the predicted
diffusion coefficients at the range temperature of 300 ◦C and 400 ◦C are in the order of
10−11 cm2/s, which is closer to the values reported in Reference [3]. Our prediction is still
larger but the oxygen content is larger in our case. We will, therefore, adopt the activation
energy found by Reference [11] for this work.

Figure 10. Arrhenius theoretical curves using two different activation energies.

While diffusion coefficients could not be easily extracted from the higher temperature
films due to their pseudo-saturated behavior, the methodology used to form the proposed
diffusion profiles still showed consistent results. The dimensional reduction techniques
used further facilitate the validity of these techniques for dimensionality reduction of
columnar thin films.
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5.1. Oxygen Content

As mentioned in the experimental section, oxygen was intentionally and continuously
provided in the chamber during deposition; thus, the grain boundaries should be saturated
with oxygen. The question is whether the oxygen could also be within the Mo grain. The
oxidation of molybdenum has been as subject of various studies. For example, Gulbransen
et al. proposed an Arrhenius type of equation for Mo oxidation rate under chemical control
(no transport process control) [19]. They proposed the following equation:

dn
dt

= 3.4305× 1021
[

atoms
cm2s

]
e−

19.63[ kcal
mol ]

RT , (8)

where dn/dt is the rate of reaction in [atoms/cm2/s]. With the use of molybdenum density
and molecular weight, and Avogadro number, we can convert this rate of reaction to
speed of oxidation (see Table 3). For the range of substrate temperatures in this work,
since the speed at which the molybdenum atoms are stacked to form the grain is 1 to 8
orders of magnitude faster than the speed of any molybdenum oxide to form, it is highly
unlikely that molybdenum oxide gets formed within the grain. However, molybdenum
atoms are still exposed to oxygen at the grain boundaries, where oxidation continues. We,
therefore, conclude that the oxygen is not within the molybdenum grain but only at the
grain boundaries. Thus, the oxygen SIMS profiles should also follow Equation (3).

Table 3. Comparison of oxidation speed to film growth.

TSS
(◦C)

dn/dt(
atoms
cm2s

) Oxidation Speed
(nm/s)

Film Growth Speed
(nm/s)

RT 1.3 × 107 1.8 × 10−9 0.10
50 1.8 × 108 2.8 × 10−8 0.08
100 1.1 × 1010 1.7 × 10−7 0.09
150 2.5 × 1011 3.9 × 10−6 0.09
200 3.0 × 1012 4.6 × 10−4 0.10
250 2.2 × 1013 3.4 × 10−3 0.09

From Equation (3) and recalling the relation between SIMS intensity and species
concentration in Equation (2), to determine the corrected SIMS intensity that shows the
oxygen content in the grain boundary only, we divide the intensity values by the respective
grain boundary to grain size ratio ( Lb

Lb+Lg
) values from Table 1. The results are shown in

Figure 11. In theory, since the oxygen was always present in the chamber, the corrected
SIMS intensity should be a relative constant value across the whole film. This did not occur
precisely because we do not have the exact Lb

Lb+Lg
profile within the film; however, we

note that, except for the cases of substrate temperatures of 100 ◦C and 150 ◦C, the curves
overlap relatively closely. This overlapping of the curves after dividing the intensity by the
respective grain boundary to grain size ratio ( Lb

Lb+Lg
) is another evidence of the effect of

this ratio on the SIMS profiles.
It is not clear yet why there is an excess of oxygen in the molybdenum films for 100 ◦C,

and 150 ◦C, but such excess is confirmed with the atomic percentages of oxygen detected
through XPS (see Figure 12). As mentioned before, oxygen has effectively been found to
facilitate sodium diffusion through Mo and CIGS films. Thus, the oxygen excess in those
particular cases could be one of the reasons why the Na SIMS profiles exhibits saturation
for the cases of substrate temperatures of 100 ◦C, and 150 ◦C. One could expect that the
two saturated Na SIMS profiles and the O SIMS profiles in Figure 1A,C would be the same
because both species are saturated in the grain boundary; however, they are not. This is
an indication that the sodium and oxygen are both in the grain boundary but at different
locations within the boundary. The oxygen should be predominantly on the grain surface
exposed to the grain boundary, whereas the sodium seems to be located throughout the
whole grain boundary.
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Figure 11. Normalized SIMS profile for oxygen. The intensity was divided by the grain boundary
size to grain size ratio. Most of the curves overlap with each other, following a similar trend. The
cases for 100 and 150 ◦C are off trend.

Figure 12. Atomic percentages of oxygen in the bulk of the film at different substrate temperatures
as determined by XPS measurements.

5.2. Film Growth Speed vs. Diffusion Front Speed

In contrast to the previous work on sodium diffusion in molybdenum thin films, in
this work, the sodium diffusion occurs while Mo films are deposited on soda lime glass.
Thus, the speed of the film growth is important to compare against the diffusion front
speed. The film growth speed is simply calculated by

Sfilm =
h
t

, (9)

where h is the film thickness (from Table 1), and t is the total deposition time, which was
the same for all the samples: 1.5 h (5400 s). The diffusion front speed is estimated by
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Sdiff =
hdiff

t
, (10)

where hdiff is the specie front location after the total deposition time. This can be estimated
by (Dt)1/2 [20]; thus, the diffusion front speed becomes

Sdiff =

(
D
t

)1/2
. (11)

D can be estimated by using the Arrhenius expression, for which we use the activation
energy by Zeller et al. Table 4 shows all those values and the speed ratio, which is the
ratio Sdiff

Sfilm
.

Table 4. Comparison of film growth and diffusion front speed.

T
(◦C)

Thickness
(nm)

Growth Speed
(nm/s)

D
(cm2/s)

Front Speed
(nm/s)

Speed
Ratio

RT 550 0.102 8.42 × 10−15 0.013 0.12
50 450 0.083 2.86 × 10−14 0.023 0.28
100 500 0.093 1.72 × 10−13 0.056 0.61
150 490 0.091 6.76 × 10−13 0.112 1.23
200 530 0.098 1.99 × 10−12 0.192 1.96
250 500 0.093 4.78 × 10−12 0.297 3.21

From Table 4, one can observe that, for the cases of 150 ◦C, 200 ◦C, and 250 ◦C, the
diffusion front moves faster than the film growth; thus, the film will be saturated with
sodium at the end of deposition. This explains the saturated SIMS profiles for those cases.
On the other hand, for the cases of RT, 50 ◦C, and 100 ◦C, the film growth is faster.

5.3. Substrate Temperature Effect

Examining Equation (3), it can be deduced that the overall concentration of sodium in
the thin film depends on two factors: (1) the grain boundary size to grain size ratio

(
Lb

Lb+Lg

)
,

and (2) the actual concentration of sodium in the grain boundary (C̄b). The grain boundary
size to grain size ratio decreases with increasing substrate temperature (larger grains, less
boundaries in a fixed space). The specie concentration depends on the diffusion coefficient,
which increases with substrate temperature (Arrhenius equation behavior). Since each
factor depends differently on temperature, when one increases, the other one decreases.
At large temperatures, the grains are larger reducing the number of paths through which
the sodium could diffuse, while at low temperatures, the diffusion coefficient is not large
enough to allow the sodium to diffuse. This implies that there should be a temperature at
which the concentration of sodium is the highest.

To study this in more details, one can look at Table 1 for the overall grain boundary
size to grain size ratio. As for the overall concentration of sodium in the grain boundary,
we do not have enough information from the experiments to evaluate it because the SIMS
profiles show evidence of sodium saturation in most of the samples. Thus, the simple one-
dimensional mathematical models, shown in Section 3.3, can be used. Those expressions
provide a concentration at any given film location. To get an overall concentration of
sodium in the grain boundary, one can take the average across the film:

¯̄Cb =

∫ h
0 C̄b(y)dy

h
, (12)

which leads to
¯̄Cb

C̄o
= 1.0− 1.2733× sin(1.5708)

1.5708
e−2.4674 Dt

h2 (13)
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for the case of Equation (4), and

¯̄Cb

C̄o
= erfc

(
h

2
√

Dt

)
+

2
h

√
Dt
π

(
1− e

h2
4Dt

)
(14)

for the case of Equation (5).

Figure 13 shows
¯̄Cb

C̄o
using Equation (13) for the different substrate temperatures

(light gray curve—grain boundary diffusion effect). Note that the model predicts overall

saturation of sodium (
¯̄Cb

C̄o
∼ 1) for substrate temperatures larger than 150 ◦C. The values of

the relative grain boundary size Lb
Lb+Lg

from Table 1 are also shown (blue curve—relative
grain boundary size effect). Following Equation (3), both of these factors were multiplied
to obtain the overall concentration of sodium in the bulk of the thin film (black curve—
overall effect). As discussed above, our model predict that a maximum concentration
of sodium should be detected by SIMS in the temperature range of 100 ◦C to 200 ◦C.
Similar findings were observed using Equation (14) for the grain boundary diffusion effect
(results not shown). This finding is yet another evidence of why the SIMS profiles for such
temperatures show saturation. The simple mathematical models also show that the grain
boundaries could be saturated for high substrate temperatures, as it was observed in the
corresponding SIMS profiles.

Figure 13. Prediction of the overall concentration of sodium in the bulk of the Mo thin films, assuming
the sodium concentration profile in the grain boundary follows an exponential function only.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we analyzed the sodium diffusion behavior in oxidized molybdenum
thin films deposited on soda-lime glass at different substrate temperatures. Several obser-
vations were made after the analysis. First, we demonstrated that it is extremely important
to consider the grain boundary size to grain size ratio when studying species diffusion in
solid thin films. Second, substrate temperature has been thought as a key parameter in the
diffusion of alkali ions through the molybdenum thin films due to its well-known effect
in the diffusion coefficient. However, it also affects the grain boundary size to grain size
ratio by decreasing it. This behavior implies that there is a range of temperatures where a
maximum overall specie concentration can be found in a solid thin film. Third, as others
have observed, the presence of oxygen notably affects the effective diffusion of sodium
in molybdenum thin films. The oxygen is likely located at the grain boundaries. Fourth,
the speed at which the molybdenum is deposited on the soda-lime glass also plays an
important role in the diffusion of sodium. If the film growth is slow, the sodium could reach
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saturation in the grain boundaries quickly. And, finally, a diffusion modeling via COMSOL,
with an appropriate grain boundary to grain geometry, can allow the determination of
species diffusion coefficients that match dynamic SIMS profiles.
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Abbreviations
The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

CIGS Cu(In,Ga)Se2
K Potassium
Mo Molybdenum
Na Sodium
O Oxygen
RMS Root mean square
RT Room temperature
SEM Scanning electron microscopy
SLG Soda lime glass
SIMS Secondary ion mass spectrometry
XPS X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
XRD X-ray diffraction

Symbols
The following symbols are used in this manuscript:

C̄(y) Average species concentration
C̄b(y) Average species concentration in grain boundary
¯̄Cb Average species concentration in grain boundary across the film

C̄o Average species concentration at the Mo/SLG interface
D Diffusion coefficient
Do Arrhenius pre-exponential factor
d SIMS sputtered depth
Ea Arrhenius apparent activation energy
h Thin film thickness
hdiff Specie front location
I(y) Secondary ion intensity level
Io Secondary ion intensity level at the Mo/SLG interface
Lb Average grain boundary size
Lbeam SIMS beam width
Lg Average grain size
n Number of atoms
R Universal gas constant
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Sfilm Film thickness growth speed
Sdiff Diffusion front speed
t time
TSS Substrate temperature
Vbeam SIMS sputtered volume
y Any location in the thin film

Appendix A. XRD Spectra of Molybdenum Films

Figure A1. Broad XRD spectra of the sputtered molybdenum films (left) and the (110) peak (right)
with varying substrate temperatures.

Appendix B. Theoretical Model

Appendix B.1. Relation between Species Concentration and SIMS Intensity Data

Following the work by Ayala et al. [14], the intensity level (I) SIMS detects is only
proportional to the species mass (m) present in a sputtered volume of Vbeam = L2

beam ∗ d.
As shown in Figure 2, d is the depth the SIMS beam sputtered at a fixed δt, and Lbeam
is its width (beam cross sectional area is assumed to be a square). In addition, as it can
observed in Figure 2, the grains and grain boundaries size (Lg and Lb, respectively) are
related to Lbeam as follows: Lbeam = Ng(Lb + Lg). Ng is the number of grains the SIMS
beam is sputtering (assuming a uniform average grain size, as seen by SEM).

The secondary ion intensity level is correlated to the average species concentration,
C̄(y), in the sputtered volume from the definition of average concentration as follows:

C̄(y) =

∫ Lbeam
0 C(x, y)dx

Lbeam
=

∫ Ng(Lb+Lg)
0 C(x, y)dx

Ng(Lb + Lg)

=
Ng

[∫ Lb
0 Cb(x, y)dx +

∫ Lb+Lg
Lb

Cg(x, y)dx
]

Ng(Lb + Lg)
, (A1)

where Cb(x, y) is the specie concentration in the grain boundary, and Cg(x, y) is the specie
concentration in the grain. Assuming no variations in the direction perpendicular to
Figure 2, specie concentration is related to specie mass as dmg = Cg(x, y) ∗ d ∗ Lbeam ∗ dx
for the mass in the grain and dmb = Cb(x, y) ∗ d ∗ Lbeam ∗ dx for the mass in the grain
boundary. Introducing both in the above equation, it becomes:

C̄(y) =
Ng

[∫ Lb
0 dmb +

∫ Lb+Lg
Lb

dmg

]
d ∗ Lbeam ∗ Ng(Lb + Lg)

. (A2)
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The numerator is directly proportional to the intensity level (I); thus, C̄(y) is directly
proportional to I (i.e., C̄(y) ∝ I(y)). Therefore, normalizing C̄(y) with the concentration at
y = 0 (Co) yields:

C̄(y)
C̄o

=
I(y)

Io
. (A3)

Appendix B.2. Relation between Average Species Concentration from SIMS and Average Species
Concentration in the Grain and Grain Boundary

It can be observed from Figure 2 that the SIMS intensity level actually provides the
species average concentration over multiple grains. Therefore, this overall concentration
contains the species concentration information in both the grain and the grain bound-
ary [14]. Therefore, considering the average species concentration in the grain (C̄g(y)) and
in the grain boundary (C̄b(y)) in Equation (A1), we obtain the overall average species
concentration in the film:

C̄(y) =
Lg

(Lb + Lg)
C̄g(y) +

Lb
(Lb + Lg)

C̄b(y). (A4)

Many authors have stated that most of the species diffusion in Mo thin films oc-
curs through the grain boundaries [3]. Assuming that is the case, Equation (A4) can be
simplified to:

C̄(y) =
Lb

(Lb + Lg)
C̄b(y). (A5)

Therefore, the overall average concentration depends on both the local average con-
centration found in the grain boundaries and the grain boundary size to grain size ratio.

Appendix B.3. Modeling of the Average Species Concentration in Grain Boundary

For C̄b(y), we propose a simple one-dimensional mathematical model. Most diffusion
mathematical models depend on the initial and the boundary conditions. The initial
condition of preference is:

C̄b(y, t = 0) = 0. (A6)

Choosing the boundary conditions of

C̄b(y = 0, t) = C̄o, and
∂C̄b(y = h, t)

∂y
= 0, (A7)

the solution of the Fick’s law differential equation can be obtained following
Bergman et al. [21]:

C̄o − C̄b(y, t)
C̄o

=
∞

∑
n=1

Kn × cos
(

λn
y
h

)
e−λ2

n
Dt
h2 , (A8)

where Kn is defined as

Kn =
sin λn

2λn + sin 2λn
. (A9)

The values of λn are obtained from the transcended equation

λn + tan λn = A, (A10)

where λn represents the eigenvalues, and A is a very large number. Incropera et al. [16]
have found that, for certain conditions (such as a diffusion processes occurring during a
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long time), the series solution can be approximated with only the leading term; thus, the
equation becomes after short manipulations:

C̄b(y, t)
C̄o

= 1.0− 1.2733× cos
(

1.5708
y
h

)
e−2.4674 Dt

h2 . (A11)

Another simple one-dimensional mathematical model, assuming the following bound-
ary conditions

C̄b(y = 0, t) = C̄o, and
∂C̄b(y = ∞, t)

∂y
= 0, (A12)

is found in Sze et al. [17] as:

C̄b(y, t)
C̄o

= erfc
(

y
2
√

Dt

)
. (A13)
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